Railway Recruitment Board
Patna
Dated: - 05.02.2014
RESULT OF ASSISTANT LOCO PILOT FOR VOC
As a result of written examination held on 15.07.2012 and Aptitude Test held on 26.07.2013 for the post of
Assistant Loco Pilot, Category No. 01 notified under Centralised Employment Notice No. 01/2011. Candidates
bearing the following Roll Nos. have been found eligible for Verification of Original Certificates (VOC) as well as
their identity.
They are requested to report RRB, Mahendrughat, Patna for Verification of Original Certificates on the date
and time mentioned below. Intimation letters for Verification are being despatched to the candidates individually.
The result is provisional subject to verification of original certificates and fulfilling the conditions laid down in
the Employment Notice in respect of eligibility for the post. The Roll Numbers of the candidates have been
arranged horizontally in ascending order.

Date of VOC - 25.02.2014, Reporting Time - 10:00 hrs.
26111012000018 26111012000131 26111012000196 26111012000479 26111012000502
26111012000610 26111012000616 26111012000736 26111012000808 26111012000998
26111012001125 26111012001223 26111013000026 26111013000092 26111013000193
26111013000217 26111014000019 26111014000024 26111014000207 26111014000454
26111014000820 26111014000878 26111014000937 26111014001033 26111014001158
26111014001187 26111014001397 26111014001858 26111014001913 26111014002064
26111014002136 26111014002298 26111014002319 26111014002366 26111014002458
26111014002477 26111014002530 26111014002741 (Thirty eight candidates)
WAIT LISTED CANDIDATES
Date of VOC - 25.02.2014, Reporting Time - 15:00 hrs.
26111012000042 26111012000310
26111012000439 26111012001250
26111014000513
26111014000759 26111014001006
26111014001296 26111014001347
26111014001738
26111014002505 (Eleven candidates)
In order to take care of the shortfall in the formation of the original panel, the number of
candidates being called for document verification is 30% more than the actual number of vacancies (wherever such number of candidates are available). It is also made clear that merely calling
a candidate for document verification does not in any way, entitle him/her for final empanelment/
appointment on the Railways. The candidature of all the above mentioned candidates are purely provisional and subject to their fulfilling the eligibility criteria in all respects.
In case, any of the candidate, who does not receive individual intimation letter for Verification, he/she
may come on the date fixed above along with the counter foil of the admit card of written examination conducted on 15.07.2012.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, Railway Recruitment Board, Patna will
not be responsible for any typographical error and reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any.
RRB/Patna regrets its inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.
This result is also available at our web site www.rrbpatna.gov.in.
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